1966 vw beetle

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. John was very helpful and
provided plenty of information for me before I made the long trip from Seattle to Missoula
Montana to purchase my Suburban. He told me about every little flaw on the vehicle so that I
was fully aware of what to expect. He was very friendly and accommodating as well. I would
definitely encourage anyone who is considering purchasing from him to go ahead. John was
great to talk to. John answered all questions I had about vehicle and a great test ride. We were
looking for a replacement truck because our work truck got stolen. Unfortunlatey we found our
vehicle and didn't buy. If we need anything in the future we will call Auto Brokers in Lolo. They
were very nice and willing to work with me why I tried to get financing. I would go back to this
lot again. The company was very good give me all the information I needed on this specific
Shavel, and a bunch of other cars that they Satisfied all my requirements. They were very
helpful in helping me find my new car. After discussing options I ended up leasing a new Tiguan
SE. Volkswagen of Duluth made every step easy - from test driving, information, financing and
finally leaving with an awesome new car! Prompt response and very knowledgeable.
Unfortunately the vehicle I was intrested in was sold. However, once Scott knew what I was
looking for he was able to send me dozens of similar vehicles to choose from! Thanks Scott!
They replied through messenger quickly was told they would get in touch asap never got in
touch with us through a phone call like they said i had to message them again with no phone
call again. Finally talked to Juan who was no help and I felt like I was being rushed off the
phone! Dealer was very helpful answering all the questions we had regarding this truck, and if
she couldn't answer right away she got the answers and called me back. Did a very good job
answering my questions and providing the info I needed to make my decision. I purchased
another car thru you. Pam was very helpfull in helping me get the a car I wanted. Prompt
responses to all of my questions asked, detailed and extensive photo's, met and talked with
salesman Kirk personally. Inspected the car and it was all that it was described to be.
Professional dealer. Offered to set up personal meeting. I was unable to followup but they were
friendly and helpful with my inquiries. Tim Bolton was very helpfull. Loved the company
marketing approach. The big news for was the fact that the Volkswagen Beetle got a bump in
power. The popular Bug now came with a 1. To celebrate the increase in power, VW affixed a
badge proclaiming "" to the rear engine lid. Volkswagen also made improvements to the front
suspension, shock absorbers, wheel bearings, and carburetor for In addition, the front
seatbacks had a locking mechanism, and the half-ring horn returned, replacing a push-button
horn. Other elements of the Beetle remained unchanged. Standard features included swiveling
sun visors, coat hooks, assist straps, an automatic windshield washer, an overhead light, a
folding rear seat, and storage space under the front hood and in a three-foot carpeted
compartment behind the rear seat. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of
vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals
on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your
car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results,
go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine,
options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price
drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years.
Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Volkswagen Beetle listings in your
area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals
first. CarGurus User. Request Information. Authorized Volkswagen Dealer. Read more. Why Use
CarGurus? Volkswagen Beetle Cabriolet For Sale 22 listings. Volkswagen Beetle Hatchback For
Sale 3 listings. Set an alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 2. Browse
Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert? New tires, brake This VW Beetle is powered by a cc
4-cylinder engine paired with a 4-speed manual transmiss Auction Vehicle. Private Seller. This
Volkswagen Beetle was restored a few years back. Renewed: Paint and b This Volkswagen
Beetle has a cool mix cruiser upgrades, good maintenance, and just the right t All original
German sheet metal. Converted to 12 bolt. New chr Classic VW Beetle ready for restoration.
Garaged since Body, floor pan, and inter WOW, what's not to like. Herby the Love Bug has met
his match! Fully restored a few years back Very clean original car with one repaint in original
color. Beautiful original interior. Please Note The Followin Refine Search? Also be sure to view
results in. Power comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are
original, and the car was garage-kept under previous ownership. This third-generation GT was
acquired by the seller in andis offered with the owner's manual, service records, and a clear
Florida title. This Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k
actual miles and is powered by an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth
soft top over a shale leather interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided

in both Maryland and Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment
includes an electronic driver information center, head-up display, and independent suspension
with active handling. This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the
model year, and it is a one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani
Red over a charcoal leather interior and is powered by a 3. This Cadillac Brougham sedan has
been freshly repainted in its factory color. It shows just 98k miles from new, retaining its
original blue leather interior and a fully refurbished air conditioning system. The car is powered
by a ci V8 paired with a 4-speed automatic transmission. It was originally sold in El Paso, Texas,
and was subsequently relocated to Arizona. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter.
Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers.
Career Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are the property of
their respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the continued
growth of the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business
awards recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. Yes, the Beetle
is practically my alter-ego; my oldest memories ever were made in one. The CC reflected the
decline of the Beetle. In between those years, the Beetle had its glory years, selling close to
half-million per year to eager American buyers. The VW has a number of unique qualities that
alone make it a worthy topic. Which one to start with? Facts always trump fiction memories,
right? The original KdF Wagen had a cc engine to generate the required power at some rpm,
with a 5. But once it get there, it could do it for hours on end, as long as no hills got in the way.
Paul Newman cut his teeth on a VW, and later drove a Porsche-powered convertible above.
Those in the know knew a budget Porsche when they saw one. Driven properly flat out , the VW
could keep up with American traffic, mostly. But the mid sixties were the golden years of the
horsepower wars, and VW finally relented. That was suddenly good for a solid mph top speed.
And acceleration was dramatically improved. But it was quite close to what a Falcon did, with
twice the engine 2. Another way to look at it was that the new had the exact same horsepower
that the Porsche did just about a decade earlier. It was the only VW engine tuned for higer rpm
and a sportier power band, and had the gearing to take advantage of it. That meant a bit more
noise at speed, but the lively feel of the was unique to all Beetles ever built. Admittedly, the
wider rear track and a double-jointed rear axle that came along later resolved that to substantial
extents. It was hard enough getting used to the much bigger glass area that came along in Now
for the memories. The VW had by far the highest residual of any three-year old car in America
then. But it was well worth it. To start with, it looked like new; everywhere. It was built like a
German ziegelscheisshaus. The contrast to the Opel Kadett my father decided to get rid of after
three years was startling. That pretty much went for the whole car. Even if I lost, the effort was
well worth it. I was a bit embarrassed by how much the odometer had moved forward in just one
summer. Not that the VW minded, and thankfully, neither did my brother. That car ran flawlessly
for a number of years, accumulating significant mileage. He finally sold it to a girl we both knew
in Iowa City. It was , and as I remember it, he sold it for not much less than what he paid for it, or
something very close to that. His ownership costs for those four years were peanuts,
depreciation being the biggest determinant of the total cost of driving. By then, it was eight
years old, and pushing k miles. And except for a new clutch I helped him put in for the new
buyer, it was still in very rude health. With a bit of spit and polish, that indestructible VW enamel
paint still looked as deep as a well. His cost of driving it those years: very little indeed. It was a
lesson that I took to heart. I borrowed it from the new owner a couple of times, including
possibly the hairiest drive ever, to Madison WI and back, in a winter ice-rain storm. The old
narrow s era highway was built with curbs, a practice that was long ago abandoned. Anyway,
coming back at night, in that ice-rain storm, I repeatedly used that curb like the bumpers on a
bowling alley, especially on curves. VWs were the Toyotas of their time, which explains a lot. A
properly maintained factory Beetle engine was good for about k miles or so. Swapping in a
rebuilt engine was a very quick job done without any major lifts or hoists, in a couple of hours.
The quality of the rebuilt engine made all the difference. Not everyone was cut out for that.
Other than that, it looks to be ready for another half century. Just needs some polish to make
that perlweiss paint glisten again. The engine was powerful, frugal on gas, and could wail at
high RPM all day if asked. I should have just started with that, and called it good. Sometimes
less is more, like the VW. They did build the rounded curbs on some s highways to help keep
cars on the road. Hwy 66 was also originally built with curbing too. I believe most, if not all the
original federal U. Eventually paved over with blacktop and widened. The VW? Death trap as far
as I was concerned, but being an Impala guy, well, old habits are hard to break, and the AMC
Gremlin was the smallest car I have ever owned. However, the old, two-tone VWs are pretty
sharp, especially seeing one now. I wish the example above had a different color either above or
below the chrome trim line. And my VW? I ran into a narrow road back in the early 70s. South of

Urbana, IL, a 1 lane concrete road to a town called Deers. Somewhere I have a picture of my
motorcycle parked across it. IIRC, the paved spot was 6 feet wide, but a full lane-width shoulder
prevented major problems. Going south in January on a dead flat, dead straight road, I started
to spin out. A bit of snow drifting across the roadway and a stiff crosswind helped the back tires
break loose while the fronts kept track. Lifting off the throttle for each small drift kept the car
straight. Fortunately this was during the day and visibility was good. I went from Brownsville,
Texas and back with my friend and his VW sedan. This was I was at the wheel, in the desert just
south of Matuala, at night, when I drove over a road kill mule. No problem. For the silly sake of
appearance, and safety questions as wellâ€¦I was partial to the The black padding edges on the
dash with the body-color inserts, make for a nice contrast; unlike some, I thought the simplified
bumpers were an improvement. Certainly the outside fuel-neck door wasâ€¦The reshape of the
tail, with the modern lamp housings but before the slots were added to the engine
coverâ€¦appearance-wises, it was a peak. All downhill from there. And, need I add, the reshaped
seats with required head-restraints, were orthopedic masterpieces? I always thought the VW
parking-light approach in the early models was cleverâ€¦that little bulb inside the fairing cover,
set in such a way as to take advantage of the headlight reflector. But, of course, it was outlawed
in Progress marches on, sometimes for the better, sometimes not. Of course, I say all this as an
aficionado of the Super Beetle variant; my favorite out of those is the original year, Flat
windshield, steering-wheel unencumbered by Federal padding; yet the front-suspension cribbed
from Porsche. A true sleeper of the winding road; and enough to make the MG set hang their
heads in shame. I DO agree with you on the model â€” even I liked them, in contrast to my
statements above. From a practical daily driver perspective I really like the final Superbeetles,
especially the convertibles. Now I know why, thanks to Paul. It does contribute significantly to
the pleasure factor, IME. But my top endorsement goes to Mr. He and his wife sure have some
good recipes, too. I love their Ginger-Os! I do know he had a engine put in at least one Beetle.
My sister had a bug year? Yes, it was a engine and it had plenty of power for the San Francisco
hills. My 62 will always be my favorite. Bugsie was pastel green with a red drivers door. Well,
that was maybe a decade later. This red convertible did have a Porsche motor at the time the
picture was taken. I remember the article very clearly. Somehow I had gotten a copy of the VW
sales brochure that featured that picture of Paul Newman and his convert. I loved the caption.
Just as an aside. However, it came at a cost: the strut towers developed cracks, the front
suspension and steering wore out much faster and were much more expensive to repair than
the double tube design. What exactly where these these little buttons with the bidirectional
arrows supposed to do when you turn them? I think they where steering wheels for the kids, a
design blatantly stolen from the cars at the Mary go Rounds. And that one even had a flower
vase as an accessory! The larger 1. I may be wrongâ€”but subsequent models had
progressively more smog equipment. Tragic but true. That would be pretty fun to do,
actuallyâ€¦. A driver , not a show car. I know this is late to the game, but the did run well.. The
body was a sunroof, the undercarriage was from a that had hit a deer, and the motor was from a
autostick that had rusted out. Amazing how the models differ the flat hubcaps and smaller bolt
patter didnt get out here till 68 the engine made it though its quite hard to date beetles down
under as the alterations filtered through slower but yes these were an improvement over the
though other than the enlargement I hadnt realized why. I put about 33, miles on it in the year
and a half between the end of basic training and when I left for Vietnam. Then I sold it to my
father for a going to work car. He never appreciated it because he hated foreign cars. I
remember it as a very sporty drive and a very comfortable ride with plenty of room. Then, since I
was the driver for a car pool of soldiers every morning going in to Fort McNair in DC, we left the
front seat out for quite a while because the three of them enjoyed the ease of getting into the
rear seat with no passenger front seat in the way. The only sore spot was one rainy August
Saturday morning when I hydroplaned on Route 15 near Selinsgrove, PA due to one worn rear
tire. Suddenly instead of tooling along frontwards at 65 mph and I was tooling along backwards
at 65 mph. I glanced in the mirror and saw a big telephone pole in the middle of it. Ended up in a
small creek with water running across the headliner. Wipers were still wiping a glassless
windshield, lights were still on and the radio was still playing. I quickly turned off the ignition,
crawled out the passenger door and made my way to the nearest house where the nice resident
took me to the local state police station. You are right about the quality of construction. I had
one scratch on my elbow and had been wearing no seatbelt. Had to take the bus back to DC but
the car was repaired in about 4 weeks, just in time to sell to my dad! He kept it a few months and
traded it for a 68 Dodge Coronet. My only embarrassing single car accident happened in a
Subarau Brat with glass T-tops â€” I lost control taking a turn too fast on questionable tires and
launched it off a 20 foot drop, it rolled multiple times upon landing, and even took out several
small trees. I made the mistake of changing lanes and the slush mound on the center line broke

me loose at about 55mph. Fortunately there were no cars near or it would have been bumper
cars. The headlights were aimed more horizontally. It had medium brown seats. I rode in it a few
times. I remember thinking the car seemed well built; the doors closed like a bank vault. In that
era, my Dad had a 64 two door Biscayne Chevrolet, an extremely cheap car which looked like a
Cadillac in comparison with the VW. Today, that Bug looks good to me. I probably will never buy
one, new or classic, but I understand how anyone could want one. Alot more fun than my 68
Fury HT. I never owned a VW, but I thought that the bowl hubcaps stayed thru Maybe not. A
good friend had a 67 that was maybe 11 or 12 years old at the time â€” well after the heater
ducts had rusted out. The car was fffffffreeeeezing in the winter in northern Indiana. With a good
heater. Was the 66 the one with the bad engine mounting straps? My wife has a story to tell
about those. The wheels and hubs and lug-nut patterns were changed in Same time the roof
was raised somewhat; the side-windows and windshield got bigger; the windshield-wiper pivots
moved from left to right-hand; and the time the vent-window divider got an angled. A new
window-winder was part of the reason for that; made winding down the window a two-turn job
instead of an eight-turn exercise. Engine-mounting straps? The engine in those things, was
entirely bolted to the transaxle. Now, the transaxle had a set of bolts at its tongue forward; and I
believe a bridge-bracket holding it and bracing it to the firewall on the rearward end. I DO know
that we shade-tree mechanics were cautioned against lifting the rear with a floor jack on the
crankcase undersideâ€¦which of course was the only place to get purchase. I guess Ziegel is
translated as brick. I agree it was built like that. I bought my 66 while stationed in Argentia
Newfoundland. There I had a choice of a or a The had the new hubcaps, the same wheels, a
engineinstead of a Had I bought the , I was essentially getting the 40 horse The only mistake I
think they made was waiting till 67 to go 12 volt. I was 23 years old and getting transferred to
submarine school. I drove through newfoundland and took the ferry to Nova Scotia I think. It
was July and I loved the Maritime provinces. Thought Antigonish was the prettiest town I ever
saw. Probably changed now. I avoided NYC. I drove to Kansas to see my family and drove about
1kmiles just kicking around there for 30 days. That car saw me through sub school and through
the first 2 years of submarine duty. Lots of fun. I agree that it was the best. Only thing I ever
fixed was stopping and banging the voltage regulator with a rock. Even new that happened from
time to time even if I changed the regulator. Oh, and driving like a jerk meant the clutch only
lasted 40kmiles. And yes the car photoed has 67 hub caps, the 66 had the dog bowl caps. My
personal fave is the 67, mainly because its 12 volt. Ask me how I know. And to me, it made the
steering a touch lighter yet. Nitpicking trivia, I know, but it was also the change from ball to
tapered roller front wheel bearings that shortened the spindles allowing for flatter hubcaps. That
happened at the same time as the balljoints. Very nice driver there. My personal preference is
anything 67 and earlier because of the bumpers and taillights. I own a 63 and the windshield
looks too tall on a 66, just a matter of perception. I can vouch for the quality of original VW
parts. The German quality parts are probably made in Brazil too but I digress. My VW came from
Texas, and my brother in law drove it for a few weeks before shipping it up. It has a tired 40hp
and he said when you drove on the Interstate you never knew if people were going to give you
the thumbs up for having such a cool car, or the finger for driving so slowly.. I share your
preference. Paul, what option level did it take to get the pop-open back windows? There were
very factory few options then, and it was one of them. Sunroof, pop-out rear windows, radio ;
ummmâ€¦that was it, I think. Lots of dealer installed options, like little doo-dads; parcel shelf
under dash, visors, things like that. The Beetle just kept getting better, until it was too good. Or
something like that. I would definitely give a thumbs up! Got passed by folks driving around me
in the emergency lane more than once. I had a 66 for a short period, sorting it out for a friend.
And even with a sunroof, you definitely felt the air cushion when closing the door. Only
difference was the sunroof would bulge up briefly. In an eight-year old car when I had it from the
early sixties that was pretty remarkable. In the rust-ridden Northeast no less. More than styling
of course, more the general architecture and proportions of the car. Perfect example of form
following function. At which point, he retired for awhile. After a couple of days thought, and
some long talks with mom, he turned VoA down. And to his dying day 27 years later he
wondered what kind of American could buy a Japanese or German automobile, given what his
generation went thru. Just the black and yellow school bus. The Buick, lumbering along at 45
just kept lumbering along. All I could do was apply the brakes. Not something rear engine cars
like you to do. As I began to spin out, sensing that the sunroof was open to the sky, I threw my
upper body over onto the passenger seat. It turns out there were two of these barricades, both
in the fast lane. I figure that throwing my weight must have made a difference. I was saved by
not wanting my head to fly through the sunroof! There was an exit just down the road,
fortunately, and I drove off, filled up the tires and continued on to Washington, DC without
further problems. We well, my parents got a new red bug in We drove it 70, miles in two years.

That probably says more about not-too-deep snow than anything. Later my wife and I bought a
new red bug. The body shop must have left a seam open when they repaired the wreck damage.
Unfortunately, any long time spent in a Beetle made me physically illâ€¦. Many moons later, I
still get nauseous when I sit in one! Pity, really. I had a girlfriend in high school who had a VW
Beetle. A total rustbucket in , but provided us with a lot of freedom. In the wintertime, the
windows were always fogged, because the heater was rusted out, and just breathing in the car
would expel enough vapor to fog them up. Livermore, CA. My only Beetle memory comes from a
post high school encounter with a female classmate. I encountered her at an Ottawa Ontario,
Canada strip mall with a slush storm in progress outside. She offered me a ride home in her
beetle and I gladly accepted. Entering the modest sedan she pointed to a breach in the floor
beneath my feet. It was just aft of the front wheelwell that intruded into the passenger
compartment footwell. She advised me to keep my foot firmly planted over the openning
claiming that, if I did not, road debrit may directly strike my face. I took her advice to heart and
kept my foot firmly planted over the gap, even though, I did not completely subscribe to her dire
description of the possible conciquences of non-complience. As we left the mall lot and
proceeded along public roads, I could indeed feel something impacting the sole of my
instrucively placed shoe. As she drove on, however, I , somehow, became distracted. It was not
a call, it was not a text, it was , Nonetheless, when she encountered a large slush deposit, what
struc me in the face and soaked me to the waist was a virtual torent. I quicly moved my foot. I
also granted her full absolution over her display of obvious delight. Thanks to you and your
photos and detailed story you have helped me decide just the right one I want to own one day. I
love the bumpers and the style of the tail lights and sunken headlights with the cover over them.
Thanks for this. I am going to book mark this for future use. Just make sure that you buy one in
the best shape you can. Much as I loved my vw did make improvements in the next decade or
so. You might look for one of the mexican ones that was more recently built and see what that
takes to import legally. I would love to have a new old car. Great article! My summer driver for
the last 5 years has been a 66 imported from Greenville, SC. They are rare now here in eastern
Canada. One thing not mentioned in the article was that 66 was the last year of 6 volt electrics. I
upgraded mine to 12 volts two years ago when the engine burned out. Driving at night was a
nightmare, as was AM radio! Creeping down country roads seeing only 30 feet in front of the car
was a real drag. We were lucky in Australia. Best of both worlds. It would not start when it was
very humid or rainy and it left me stranded a couple of times. The headlights would dim at
stoplights and the windshield wipers were ineffective due to the 6-volt system. It was also a
deathtrap with no headrests nor shoulder belts. I wish I had it back though. I knew that a 67 was
a one-year model with unique diffs. I know most if not all of you who read this will not believe it
but every word is true. The owner had parked on the road by the post-dock run-up area and
when the plane was being tested it blew it right over. I only owned it for 7 months but put over
miles on it in that time. To give you an idea just how rugged VWs are, I drove to town one night
about 8 miles with 9 people, including me of course, in it. Being the driver, I was the only one
sitting alone. Ah, those were the days. The 63 flat out would not run over 70 mph. Many good
memories of those 2 cars, especially the 57 since that was when I was still single and
unencumbered. It would have taken some 85 â€” 90 hp to do that, almost triple the stock engine.
If it had the top Porsche engine installed, a Super 90, that might have done the trick. But that
would have been a very expensive motor. This was a left hand drive American version which
had been taken from the States over to England by an American serviceman. And it definitely
had only the 36 hp original engine. What were you guys drinking or smoking that day? But if it
makes YOU feel better to think only the worst about someone else â€¦ have at it. It would take
about 80 net hp or more to push a not-very aerodynamic Beetle through the air at 97 mph. I had
lots of experiences with VWs, but what you describe is simply impossible. Would you believe
that? What do want me to say? Your choice. Long downhill and a strong tailwind? Well past
peak torque and power, but the wind and gravity helping. Going the opposite way in the same
conditions 65 would be about it. You must have done little else but drive it full time, That
coupled with the impossible top speed points to a wildly optimistic speedo or did it just have
14inch kombi wheels on the front to boost the reading. Once we had ten, I remember that for
sure. Suspension totally bottomed out. Eventually it developed a loud moaning from a rear-end
bearing, and I sold it to a guy who was always tearing down VWs. Only lately have I realized
there might have been some cause-and-effect there. I have been driving a convertible for 20 yrs
and before that it was a hardtop. Now I am in the process of restoring a hardtop. My only
problem is I live in Texas the land of trucks, big trucks and having a hard time finding a qualified
mechanic. They are from my Eugene days. Anyway, this was super weird. Thanks for
appreciating the best of the bugs. I have a different opinion. I drove a 66 Beetle for 2 years and
loved the car- except for the 6 volt electrical system. The dim headlights were not fun either. I

drove that car for 8 years and put , miles on the rebuild. I now own 2 fully restored 67 VWs and
have owned my one car since My Father located a rusty 67 and fully restored it and I have
owned it since his death 4 years ago. I cruise with the traffic at mph- the little cc engine is
singing,but I love every minute! I will always have my 67 Beetle. My first car was a VW Bug In , I
was pulling into a corner parking spot, almost stopped, airtight windows up, when broadsided
by a 3, pound Marathon Taxi cab doing an estimated 70 mph. I survived, still recovering but
survived and thrived. My passenger was unharmed. That car was not a deathtrap. My first car
was exactly the same car as this. Same color. Same pop out windows. Dad bought brand new in
66, I got it in Great car, but I totaled it out in less then a year. The local VW dealership carried
and installed them, but they were aftermarket, not a VW accessory. They took in air through the
horn grill openings, and you had to reach down into the cowl area above the heater vents to
open them. They worked great with the pop outs open, the must not have been around for very
long as I have never seen another beetle equipped with them. Drove an old for a bit. It was quite
the car, if you ask me. Lucky for our sense of smell. For some reason, this old post came up as
new in my newsreader. I had a Beetle, more powerful cc, more safety stuff and some nods smog
control. It was destroyed when some jerk ran a red light and T-boned me. Still had the Sapphire
IV that would cut out when you braked at night with the headlights on. Drove it for two years,
then gave it to my sister after I bought a yellow Karmann-Ghia convertible, which I promptly
totaled after a mild restoration. Louis in the wee small hours of a November Sunday morning
with the defroster working only on the passenger side in order to see a Steve Martin appearance
at the old Kiel Opera House the next summer he sold out the local hockey arena. My teen years
with Volkswagens taught me all the basics of automobiles, with an air-cooled bias albeit. By
sixteen, I had become very proficient at adjusting valves and drum brakes, thanks to Mr. John
Muir and Company. Thankfully he bought me my own copy. To this day that book is still the
best source of Volkswagen mechanics IMO, even better that the factory manuals. Thanks for
another trip down Memory Lane. I understand why they were successful but they always left me
cold â€” I passed my driving test in in one and even then it was gutless and that was an It felt
wooden and unresponsive and that applied to Mexican ones I drove years later. But yes, the
VWs back then were the epitome of reliability â€” the Mini, at least in the early years â€” was
notâ€¦. The S was the cc disc-braked faster model. And this one does look pretty close to Peak
Beetle, though the 12V electrics would be a welcome upgrade! That was my first thought but it
did seem a little implausible. Also reminds me of the Coronet A, though those are of course a
different thing entirely! Thanks for reposting this article. Noisy engine, no heat, no power and
not really good milage. Which goes to show how good modern cars really areâ€¦ Old cars can
be fun but if you want to drive them daily or at least on a semi-regular basis realistically
speaking modification will be needed which, at least in the case of the Beetle, is not that
difficulat or expensive to do. Introduced at the same time as the , as the was discontinued.. No,
the made its peak 50 SAE gross hp rpm. The made its peak 53 gross hp rpm. The new rear axle
gearing on the blunted some of its power increase. Sitting at home 2 days after major abdominal
surgery. I made my wife drop me off at the shop to drive my baby home yesterday day on the
way home from the hospital! Accidentally bark the tires shifting into 2nd. Makes me feel 16
again every time I drive her. Low and slow and a blast to drive! I had a green and tried to kill it in
my late teen years with auto crossing,rallies and drag races. I had an oversized front
swaybar,camber-compensator,EMPI exhaust and a rejetted carb. But the real secret was the
Porsche clutch. I could even get a 2nd gear chirp out of the tires. At the strip I could beat the cc
bugs with a time of Favorites: standard beetle or Karman Ghia. The Super Beetle was a bit too
floaty for my liking because of the Macpherson strut front end. As an aside, if anything, s were
upgraded with VW parts due largely to the bigger aftermarket. I still have most of the motor in
the garage, which by the time I was done, put out about HP. Once I started earning my own
money, it was gone, and the Mustang showed up. All of the family cars had to be red. The car
was driven by my mother during the week while my dad trained it into the NYC. Mother was not
a good driver, but I learned a lot from herâ€¦of what not to do. I always rode shotgun while my
younger sister was in the back. I would hold onto dear life which included gripping the
horizontal handle right above the glove box. It is also the car that my father taught me auto
maintenance on. Everything from what we call now detailing, to rotating tires, changing tires to
snow tires, putting on chains, changing oil etcâ€¦. It was a sad day when they had to seel it for
my sister and I were just getting too big. One neighbor had 8 kids, 5 of them were of age of
grammar school, one was in my class. They too had a bug, go figure. One rainy day when I was
walking to school I passed by their house as they were just leaving to go to school. The mother
rolled down the window and asked if I wanted a ride.. She smiled and saidâ€¦. So there were 2
riding shotgun that had to get out for me to get in, and as I attempted to get in the back the two
youngest jumped into the back area where all the books were piled hight already and there I

squeezed into whatever room was left. It was a great mile ride that went by way too soon. It
must have looked like a circus act when we arrived for we just kept on coming out one by one.
But, I did get to squeeze next to Eileen all the way to school.. While the later Type 4 engines
displaced around 1. FYI i have reformed gotten old and no longer participate in such activities.
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